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iNRCORE Congratulates NASA and the University of Arizona
(BRISTOL, PA, USA) - On October 21st, 2020 the NASA OSIRIS-REx spacecraft ‘tagged’ an asteroid (‘Bennu’) over 200
million miles from Earth and collected a sample of material for testing and examination - a first for the United
States. iNRCORE congratulates the teams at both NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the University of Arizona for
a successful milestone in what has been a historic, multi-year mission. Originally launched in September 2016, the
OSIRIS-REx (Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, Security, Regolith Explorer) spacecraft will now
begin its return journey to Earth, expected to arrive in September 2023. iNRCORE is proud to partner with the
OSIRIS-REx team, supplying ruggedized power magnetics essential to the mission operations.

The sampling arm of the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft during a practice run in August. (NASA )

iNRCORE’s SHIELDED DRUM CORE POWER INDUCTOr which is UTILIZED ON OSIRIS-REX (CreDIT: CARL KOSALA)

Discover OSIRIS-REx

iNRCORE Releases
Expanded 10Gb PoE+
Ethernet Transformer Line

(BRISTOL, PA, USA) - iNRCORE is proud to announce
the launch of our expanded line of 10GBase-T
Ethernet Transformers (part numbers 10GB-60XX)
with a variety of power options tailored for your

next mission: 10G PoE (30W), PoE+ (60W), and PoE++ (90W). iNRCORE has also developed the capability to
provide custom PoE transformers up to 200W. Power Over Ethernet (PoE) is an emerging technological standard
for systems that pass electric power along with data on twisted pair Ethernet cabling. iNRCORE’s PoE Ethernet
Transformers are manufactured in an AS9100D-certified facility and ruggedized for the most demanding
applications on earth - and beyond.

Explore the New 10GB-601X Series

About iNRCORE, LLC
“iNRCORE designs and manufactures magnetic components that transmit high-speed, mission-critical data and power in the harshest operating
conditions. Our solutions have operated on the frontlines of defense to the frontiers of space exploration. For over 70 years, iNRCORE has deployed
reliable and intelligent solutions to power next-generation systems.
Our expert engineering teams and award-winning quality and service exceed our customer demanding expectations. Whether we are working to
assemble a component to meet your custom design or screening your products to qualify for a critical mission, iNRCORE’s solutions are rugged to
the core.”

